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Example: lung cancer

The prognosis for NSCLC
(non-small cell lung cancer)
patients remains poor, with

the 5-year overall survival

(OS) rate of 15% of all stages.

Cancer statistics, 2013.

CA Cancer J Clin. 2013 Jan;63(1):11-30. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23335087
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Example: lung cancer -immunotherapy

PD-1抑制剂(Opdivo和Keytruda)默克公司

2015.10
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Anti-PD-1/PD-L1 immunotherapy
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PD-1抑制剂(Opdivo和Keytruda)默克公司

香港：Keytruda 100mg 32000 HKD/支；
一个疗程为4支，所以目前一个疗程需
要128000HKD折合人民币11万左右。

Anti-PD-1/PD-L1 immunotherapy
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The safety and effectiveness of Opdivo

for this use was demonstrated in an 

international, open-label, randomized 

study of 582 participants with advanced 

NSCLC whose disease progressed 

during or after treatment with 

platinum-based chemotherapy and 

appropriate biologic therapy. 

Participants were treated with Opdivo

or docetaxel (紫杉醇). The primary 

endpoint was overall survival, and the 

secondary endpoint was objective 

response rate (the percentage of 

patients who experienced complete or 

partial shrinkage of their tumors). Those 

treated with Opdivo lived an average of 

12.2 months compared to 9.4 months 

in those treated with docetaxel. 

Anti-PD-1/PD-L1 immunotherapy
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Another Example

Zhang et al., 2016, Cell 166, 755–765
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Another Example

Overall Survival Stratified by CNA-Derived Signatures

Zhang et al., 2016, Cell 166, 755–765
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Overview of common statistical tests

Outcome Variable

Are the observations correlated?

Assumptions
independent correlated

Continuous
(e.g. blood pressure, 
age, pain score)

Ttest

ANOVA

Linear correlation

Linear regression

Paired ttest

Repeated-measures ANOVA

Mixed models/GEE modeling

Outcome is normally 
distributed (important 
for small samples).

Outcome and predictor 
have a linear 
relationship.

Binary or 
categorical
(e.g. breast cancer 
yes/no)

Chi-square test 

Relative risks

Logistic regression

McNemar’s test

Conditional logistic regression

GEE modeling

Chi-square test 
assumes sufficient 
numbers in each cell 
(>=5)

Time-to-event
(e.g. time-to-death, 
time-to-fracture)

Kaplan-Meier statistics

Cox regression

n/a Cox regression 
assumes proportional 
hazards between 
groups
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Topics

• What is survival analysis?

• Terminology and data structure.

• Survival/hazard functions.

• Kaplan-Meier methods (Estimation of survival 
curve ).

• Log-rank test (Comparison of survival curve)
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Early example of survival analysis, 1669

Christiaan Huygens' 1669 curve 

showing how many out of 100 people 

survive until 86 years.
From: Howard Wainer, STATISTICAL GRAPHICS: Mapping the 

Pathways of Science. Annual Review of Psychology. Vol. 52: 305-335, 

2001.
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Early example of survival analysis

Roughly, what shape is 

this function?

What was a person’s 
chance of surviving past 

20? Past 36?

This is survival analysis! We 

are trying to estimate this 

curve—only the outcome 

can be any binary event, not 

just death.
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What is survival analysis?

• Statistical methods for analyzing longitudinal data (纵向数据) 

on the occurrence of events.

* A dataset is longitudinal if it tracks the same type of information on the same 

subjects at multiple points in time

• Events may include death, injury, onset of illness, recovery 

from illness (binary variables) or transition above or below 

the clinical threshold of a meaningful continuous variable (e.g. 

CD4 counts->HIV).

• Accommodates data from randomized clinical trial or cohort 

study design （队列研究）.
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Randomized Clinical Trial (RCT)

Target 

population

Intervention

Control

Disease

Disease-free

Disease

Disease-free

TIME

Random 
assignment

Disease-free, 
at-risk cohort

随机临床试验
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Randomized Clinical Trial (RCT) 随机临床试验

Target 

population

Treatment

Control

Cured

Not cured

Cured

Not cured

TIME

Random 
assignment

Patient 
population
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Randomized Clinical Trial (RCT) 随机临床试验

Target 

population

Treatment

Control

Dead

Alive

Dead

Alive

TIME

Random 
assignment

Patient 
population
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Cohort study  (队列研究) 

Target 

population

Exposed

Unexposed

Disease

Disease-free

Disease

Disease-free

TIME

Disease-free 
cohort
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Risk=Cumulative incidence

=number of new cases of disease in period/number initially disease-free

Some concepts

Mortality probability r(t) (死亡概率)

Survivor probability s(t)（生存概率 ）=1-r(t)

A measure of the number of deaths (in general, or due to a specific cause) in a particular 
population, scaled to the size of that population after a defined period time

The probability of survival is the probability that a person alive today 
will still be alive after a defined period of time.
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Cohort study:  Aspirin, ibuprofen, and mortality after 
myocardial infarction （心肌梗塞）

Curits et al. BMJ 2003;327:1322-1323. 
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– Estimate time-to-event for a group of individuals, such as 
time until second heart-attack for a group of MI （heart 
attack,心肌梗塞） patients .

– To compare time-to-event between two or more groups, 
such as treated vs. placebo MI patients in a randomized 
controlled trial.

Objectives of survival analysis
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Why use survival analysis?

1. Why not compare mean time-to-event between your groups 
using a t-test or linear regression?

2. Why not compare proportion of events in your groups using 
risk/odds ratios or logistic regression?
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Why use survival analysis?

1. Why not compare mean time-to-event between your groups 
using a t-test or linear regression?

-- ignores censoring 

2. Why not compare proportion of events in your groups using 
risk/odds ratios?

--ignores time 
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Survival Analysis: Terms

• Time-to-event:  The time from entry into a study until a 
subject has a particular outcome

• Censor (终检): Subjects are said to be censored if they 
are lost to follow up or drop out of the study, or if the 
study ends before they die or have an outcome of interest.  
They are counted as alive or disease-free for the time they 
were enrolled in the study. 
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Right Censoring (T>t)

Common examples

• Termination of the study

• Death due to a cause that is not the event of interest

• Loss to follow-up

We know that subject survived at least to time t.
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Count every subject’s time since their baseline data collection.

Right-censoring!
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Probability density function: f(t)

In the case of human longevity, Ti is unlikely to follow a normal 

distribution, because the probability of death is not highest in the 

middle ages, but at the beginning and end of life. 

Hypothetical data:

People have a high chance of 
dying in their 70’s and 80’s; 

BUT they have a smaller chance 
of dying in their 90’s and 100’s, 
because few people make it 
long enough to die at these 
ages.

Survival Distribution
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Survival function

The goal of survival analysis is to estimate and compare survival 

experiences of different groups.  

Survivor function S(t) （生存函数）, illustated by the survival curve. 

This is the probality that an individual will survive (i.e. has not 

experienced the event of interest) up to and including time t

  

S(t) =1-P(T £ t)

Example: If t=100 years, S(t=100) = probability of 

surviving beyond 100 years.

（个体生存时间大于100年d概率）
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Cumulative survival 

Same hypothetical data, plotted as cumulative 

distribution rather than density:

Recall 
pdf:
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Cumulative survival

P(T>20)
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Cumulative survival

P(T>80)
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Kaplan-Meier （KM） method

• Non-parametric estimate of the survival function.

• Commonly used to describe survivorship of study 

population/s.

• Commonly used to compare two study populations.

• Intuitive graphical presentation.
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Beginning of study End of study
 Time in months 

Subject B

Subject A

Subject C

Subject D

Subject E

Survival Data (right-censored)

1. subject E dies at 4 

months
X
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100%

 Time in months 

Corresponding Kaplan-Meier Curve

Probability of 

surviving to 4 

months is 100% = 

5/5

Fraction 

surviving this 

death = 4/5
Subject E dies at 4 

months
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Beginning of study End of study
 Time in months 

Subject B

Subject A

Subject C

Subject D

Subject E

Survival Data

2.  subject A 

drops out after 

6 months

1. subject E dies at 4 

months
X

3. subject C dies 

at 7 monthsX
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100%

 Time in months 

Corresponding Kaplan-Meier Curve

subject C dies at 

7 months

Fraction 

surviving this 

death = 2/3
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Beginning of study End of study
 Time in months 

Subject B

Subject A

Subject C

Subject D

Subject E

Survival Data

2.  subject A 

drops out after 

6 months

4. Subjects B 

and D survive 

for the whole 

year-long 

study period

1. subject E dies at 4 

months
X

3. subject C dies 

at 7 monthsX
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100%

 Time in months 

Corresponding Kaplan-Meier Curve

Rule from probability theory:

P(A&B)=P(A)*P(B) if A and B independent

In survival analysis: intervals are defined by failures (2 intervals leading to failures here).  

P(surviving intervals 1 and 2)=P(surviving interval 1)*P(surviving interval 2)

Product limit estimate of survival = 

P(surviving interval 1/at-risk up to failure 1) * 

P(surviving interval 2/at-risk up to failure 2) 

= 4/5 * 2/3= .5333

乘积极限法
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The product limit estimate

• The probability of surviving in the entire year, taking into 
account censoring

= (4/5) (2/3) = 53%

• NOTE:  40% (2/5) because the one drop-out survived at 
least a portion of the year. 

• AND <60% (3/5) because we don’t know if the one drop-out 
would have survived until the end of the year.
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Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survival curve

39

Survival probability at time t is

   

st =1- rt =
nt - dt

nt

  

S(t1) =1´ st1 = st1

  

S(t2) = S(t1) ´ st2 = st1 ´ st2

Product-limit formula

乘积极限法

  

  

S(t j ) = S(t( j-1)) ´ stj = st1 ´ st2 ´ ´ stjIn general

Survival function (cumulative survival probability)
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Example - Navelbine/Taxol vs Leukemia

• Mice given P388 murine leukemia assigned at random to one of 

two regimens of therapy

– Regimen A – Navelbine（双酒石酸盐） + Taxol (紫杉醇) Concurrently

– Regimen B - Navelbine + Taxol 1-hour later

• Under regimen A, 9 of nA=49 mice died on days: 

6,8,22,32,32,35,41,46, and 54. Remainder > 60 days

• Under regimen B, 9 of nB=15 mice died on days: 

8,10,27,31,34,35,39,47, and 57. Remainder > 60 days

Source: Knick, et al (1995)
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Example - Navelbine/Taxol vs Leukemia

i t(i) ni di i S(t(i)) i t(i) ni di i S(t(i))

1 6 49 1 .020 .980 1 8 15 1 .067 .933

2 8 48 1 .021 .959 2 10 14 1 .071 .867

3 22 47 1 .021 .939 3 27 13 1 .077 .800

4 32 46 2 .043 .899 4 31 12 1 .083 .733

5 35 44 1 .023 .878 5 34 11 1 .091 .667

6 41 43 1 .023 .858 6 35 10 1 .100 .600

7 46 42 1 .024 .837 7 39 9 1 .111 .533

8 54 41 1 .024 .817 8 47 8 1 .125 .467

9 57 7 1 .143 .400

Regimen A Regimen B
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Example - Navelbine/Taxol vs Leukemia

i t(i) ni di i S(t(i)) i t(i) ni di i S(t(i))
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Example - Navelbine/Taxol vs Leukemia

Survival Functions
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Kaplan-Meier: another example 

Researchers randomized 44 patients with chronic active 

hepatitis（慢性肝炎） were to receive prednisolone(脱氢皮
质醇, 一种糖皮质激素) or no treatment (control), then 

compared survival curves.

Example from: BMJ 1998;317:468-469 ( 15 August )



Prednisolone (n=22) Control (n=22) 

2 2 

6 3 

12 4 

54 7 

56  * 10 

68 22 

89 28 

96 29 

96 32 

125* 37 

128* 40 

131* 41 

140* 54 

141* 61 

143 63 

145* 71 

146 127*

148* 140*

162* 146*

168 158*

173* 167*

181* 182*

Data from: BMJ 1998;317:468-469 ( 15 August )        *=censored (终检/截尾)

Survival times (months) of 44 patients with chronic active hepatitis randomised

to receive prednisolone or no treatment.
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Kaplan-Meier: example 

Are these two curves different?
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Comparing two survival curves

Use log-rank test to test the null hypothesis of no difference between 

survival functions of the two groups
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Example in last class

i t(i) ni di i S(t(i)) i t(i) ni di i S(t(i))

1 6 49 1 .020 .980 1 8 15 1 .067 .933

2 8 48 1 .021 .959 2 10 14 1 .071 .867

3 22 47 1 .021 .939 3 27 13 1 .077 .800

4 32 46 2 .043 .899 4 31 12 1 .083 .733

5 35 44 1 .023 .878 5 34 11 1 .091 .667

6 41 43 1 .023 .858 6 35 10 1 .100 .600

7 46 42 1 .024 .837 7 39 9 1 .111 .533

8 54 41 1 .024 .817 8 47 8 1 .125 .467

9 57 7 1 .143 .400

Regimen A Regimen B

t(1i)   n1i d1i t(0i)   n0i d0i
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Log rank  test

49

   

cMC
2 =

U 2

V
; df =1 , where

   

U = (d1i - E1i)å , and E1i =
di ´ n1i

ni

   

V = Viå =
di ´ n0i ´ n1i

ni
2å

 H0: Two Survival Functions are Identical

 HA: Two Survival Functions Differ
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Example

35+

缓解
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Example: Remission data
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Example: Remission data
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Example: Remission data
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Hazard Function

• The hazard function h(t) of survival time T gives the 

conditional failure rate

• The hazard function is also known as the instantaneous 

failure rate, force of mortality, and age-specific failure 

rate

• The hazard function gives the risk of failure per unit 

time during the aging process
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Hazard Function: new concept

AGES

Hazard rate is an instantaneous incidence rate 
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Hazard function
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In words: the probability that if you survive to t, 
you will succumb to the event in the next instant.
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Hazard function and Survival function
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Cox Regression (Cox's Proportional Hazards Model)

• Semi-parametric

• Cox models the effect of predictors and covariates 

on the hazard rate but leaves the baseline hazard 

rate unspecified.

• Also called proportional hazards regression

• Does NOT assume knowledge of absolute risk.

• Estimates relative rather than absolute risk.
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The model: Cox regression

ikki xx
i ethth

 


...
0

11)()(

Components:

•A baseline hazard function 

•A linear function of a set of k fixed covariates that is exponentiated. 
(=the relative risk)

ikkii xxthth   ...)(log)(log 110

Risk factor coefficients give hazard 
ratios (relative risk)

I >0表示该协变量是危险因素，越大使生存时间越短

I <0表示该协变量是保护因素，越大使生存时间越长
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Comparing the survival curves by Age Groups 

after Adjusting Cellularity using CPHM


